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ABSTRACT

The plasmoids originally reported and studied by Bostick have been

reproduced at this laboratory. Considerable knowledge has-been gained of

the experimental apparatus in the course of placing the unit in operation

and making preliminary investigations. No quantitative measurements h"'

yetteea made, but several are underway at this writing. Time-exposure

photographs have-been made under various conditions and compared to those

previously reported. The theoretical investigations of the stability of

cylindrical plasma configurations hAVOflien continued; in this quarter

a study was undertaken to determine the effect of rotation on stability

taking into consideration the compressibility of the plasma, j<
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"RESEARCH IN
'THE MEASUREMENTS AND THEORY OF

PLASMOIDS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO
MISSILES AND SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY"

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project is to investigate theoretically the

stability of cy-lindrical plasma configurations, determine experimentally the

behavior of high energy plasmoids, and suggest what practical use might be

made of plasmoids with respect to high-fltitude vehicles. This report out-

lines the progress and planning of this project as of the end of the third

quarter of the contract period on February 28, 1959.

Il. THEORPTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Continuing our theoretical investigation of the stability of

cylindrical plasma configurations, we have undertaken a hdromagnetic study

of rotating compressible plasmas. Allowing for the compressibility of the

plasma introduces many mathematical complications into the problem; ht if

these can be overcome, the results should be more directly applicable to

plasmoids than those resulting from an analysis in which the plasma is con-

sidered incompressible.

The progress on the problem to date is outlined in Appendix I; at

this point the next obstacle is the solution of three simnltaneous differential

equations in three unknown functions of a single variable. While these

certainly can be solved in principle (e.g. by use of the Laplace transform)

it is by no means certain that this will prove to be the best way of treating

the probl1m. Another possibility which will be considered during the next

quarter is the development of a variational principle by which to solve the

problem approximately, The case in which the angular velocity A[ of the
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plasma is not a constant but a function of the radial distance will also be

considered.

Various aspects of the problems mentioned above have been considered

by Dungey and by Chandrasekhar2 for an incompressible fluid, but it may be

necessary to consider the incompressible case in detail before treating the

compressible case; if so, it could easily take the entire quarter for this

study.

III, EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

The basic experimental unit has been completed and is being used

for the work in progress. Fig. 1 shows the completed apparatus. Additions

and modifications are being made for the individual experiments and improved

operation. The development of the apparatus has progressed to a very satis-

factory level and is described in Appendix II. Photographic techniques have

been developed through the experience gained in the photographic work that

has already been done.

There has been considerable progress on the electronic circuitry

for an image converter light shutter. The design is basically that of a

unit in operation at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The design prints

were obtained through Dr. J. Marshall of Los Alamos and our unit planned

from there. Several of the components have been already completed , and the

complete unit will be ready in about two months. The final unit on completion

and final modification will be reported in the next report. The image

converter will give us a very powerful research tool for stopping the motion

of the plasmoids which will render a better undersuanding of their naturo.
1J. W. Dungey, Cosmic Electrodynamics (Cambridge, University Press 1958).

-S. Chandrasekhar, unpublished (private conmmunication).
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The pictures shown and described in Appendix III are time-exposure

photographs and necessarily lack detail. In addition, in each firing there

are several plasmoids formed due bo the ringing in the discharge circuit and

the camera records the entire series of plasmoids. Probe measurements con-

ducted showed a larger RF signal due to the resonating plasma source L C

loop. The event sought with the probe measurement was completely swamped

by the ringing signal. A damping resistor will be added to the discharge

circuit to make the discharge undirectional which should make probe measure-

ments possible. The peak current will be reduced by about 1/2 in such an

arrangement due to the damping of the resistor. The energy of the plasmoids

will be reduced accordingly.

IV. FUTURE WORK

Photographic analysis will be continued and improved by the addition

of a mirror to photograph the plasmcid at right angles to the field lines in

addition to along the field lines. It is hoped that preliminary photographs

can be made with the image converter at the very end of the next quarter.

The use of probes will be continued when a undirectional pulse is

in operation. Here it will be possible to measure the plasmoid velocity

by time of flight. In addition the electric field strength and the diamagnetic

perturbation of the D.C. magnetic field can be investigated with probes and

coupling loops.

Optical measurements will be made with a photomultiplier telescope.

This will provide information on the velocity of the plasmoids and their

shape.

Microwave measurements will be inaugurated in this quarter as

described in Appendix IV. It is anticipated that experience can be gained
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and many of the problems reduced so that preliminary measurements can be made

by the end of this quarter.

V. LOGBOOK REFERENCES

The data of this project are recorded in ARF Logbook Nos. C-8026,

C-8036, c-8319, C-8326, C-8388, C-8456, C-8531, C-1025, C-8538, C-8820,

and C-8821,

VI. CONTRIBUTING PERSONNEL

The theoretical investigations are being carried out by Val 11. Pratt.

D. J. DeGeeter, J..T. Jon~s, andR.'L. Watkins are responsible for design

and construction of the apparatus and the planning of experimental investiga-

ti ons.

Respectfully submitted,

ARMOUR RESUACH FOUNDATION
-of nois Iustitur of Technology*

Dae J. De eter, Asst. Pysicist,
Plasma and Electron Physics.

APPROVED BY:

/Dj1e s J0 y As ger,

Physics Rtwtrch.
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Appendix I

HYDROMAGNETIC STUDY OF ROTATING COMPRESSIBLE PLASMAS

The problem we shall consider is the following: A compressible, in-

viscid, perfectly conducting plasma cylinder of radius r0 is rotating about its

own axis (the z-axis of our cylindrical coordinate system) with angular velocity

.( (r), with a mngnetic field of magnitude B(r) everywhere parallel to the

z-axis. We assume that in the steady state all quantities are independent of

the azimuthal coordinate 9. The plasma cylinder is surrounded by a vacuum in

which there is a magnetic field which may have 9- and z-components but no radial

component. To give a boundary condition on the vacuum field, we assume that the

vacuum space around the plasma is enclosed in a rigid conducting cylinder of

r ,dius R We can later remove this restriction by letting Ro--- 00

The hydromagnetic equations we shall use are:

tl +v 1 (I .V) - grad (p + B2

-div v, (2)

curl B =hc (3)

div O, (4)

curl E = 5)

div E = hne , (6)

E + a-- 0, (7)

1 d d

110'
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where p, /, and are respectively the pressure, density, and ratio of spe-

cific heats of the plasma; ' and 6 are respectively the electric and magnetic

fields, j the electric current, E the net electric charge density, and ; the

fluid velocity field.

The terms 9 )_' and (B. V' ) in Eq.(1) must be interpreted prop-

erly in cylindrical coordinates:

2
V9

LU .7) -vr =v .(grad vr) --

v .(grad v ) + QrV9 Vr (9)L .v) V]9  - V .(grad v9) r -

. v) z .(grad v ),

where the extra terms in the r- and 9-components correspond respectively to

centripetal and Coriolis accelerations. For a steady state of pure rotation,

(0, rJL, 0), (_V7 . 7V) -it V2 n Oir where 1 denotes a unit vector in the

radial direction. The ( . V) r term gives no contribution from the magnetic

field inside the plasma, where there is no r- nor 0-component, and the z-com-

ponent depends only on r.

For the steady state within the plasma, Eq.(l) reduces to

>-o rf - (p + Bo2  (10)

where the zero subscripts here donote the steady-state values. It is easily

seen from equation (t0) that we now cannot assume that p 0 / 0 B0 and __r. are

all constants independent of r, for there would then be nothing to balance the

centrifugal force in the equation. In the incompressible case it is possible

to keep /0 and B constant and divide p into a constant term plus a term whose
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gradient balances the centrifugal force; the latter term can then be absorbed

implicitly into the "generalized pressure" perturbation term and the problem

carried through as though pop (o, B,. and _awere all constant.

In a compressible fluid, however, one cannot have p varying and

constant except by maintaining a temperature gradient in the fluid, which

appears to be impossible in the plasmas under consideration. It would of

course be possible to consider p varying with p in such a way that their

ratio remained constant; but in view of te very short relaxation times of

most plasmas, it appears more reasonable physically to assume that p0 and

10 both remain constant, so that B 0must vary in such a way as to balance

the centrifugal force.

TaylorI has investigated in some detail the stability of a non-rota-

ting compressible plasma, and we shall use mostly his notation here, to facili-

tate comparison where possible between the two cases. Wie assume that the

initial velocity field 0 = (0, r-t, 0), the vacuum magnetic field v=
ro
00

(0$ 7 o be)e and the plasma magnetic field at the boundarytP (re) =

(0, 0, B@O bk), so that bi and be denote the ratios of the z-components of

the interior and exterior fields respectively to the Q-component of the vacuum

field at the boundary r = r0  For the time being we shall assumeu2constant,

as well as p0 and /o. so that

(r=- 4 1f0 % (r° - r2).

R. J. Tayler, Prioc Phys. Soc. (London) BYO, 10h9-I063 (1957).
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Then, according to Eq.(3)s them must be within the plasma an azimuthal current

Jf, given by

dB
c o (12)Jo an dr (2

We assume that the interior and exterior fields are balanced by an

additional current (0, J*, J* ) which flows on the surface of the plasma.0 09 oz 2Tha onrdoditional areen tht po

The boundary conditions are that (p +~~y ) and the normal component of B shall

each be continuous at the boundary. Thus the system will be in equilibrium

if

* cB 9 0

* j cB 0

Jtz - (13)
2

B go (1 + b 2  b2
Po = W e - i )

To examine the stability of the equilibrium, we linearize the equa-

tions of motion and examine the behavior of the system in the presence of small

perturbations. With the equations linearized, any small perturbation may be

represented as a superposition of fundamental modes. Therefore, we assume

that any variable q takes the form

q o qq + ql exp [i (m@ + kz) +wft , (14)

where q is the equilibrium value and q, - ql (r) is a first-order perturbation;

we will neglect all second-order terms.

In the vacuum no current can flow, so Eq. (3) yields curl lI =

therefore the perturbation field can be derived from a magnetostatic potential

ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF1 ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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so that

Bl I grad . (15)

Further, from Eq. (lh) we see that /' must satisfy Laplace's equation

vaV : , (16)

the solution of which is

$L CK (kr) + 02 Im (kr), (17)

2
where im and K. are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kinds

and C1 and C2 are constant3 to be determined from the boundary conditions. 7he

components of then are

Blr k C1 K' (kr) + k C2 I (kr),

B1r -m OK (kr) + 2 iMkr), (18)

r i ra

B v  =i k C1 K (kr) + i k C I (kr),lz1M2

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. From the

requirement that B must be continuous at the rigid conducting boundary we seer

tha t

BL (R_) 0 0, which yields

_1 " 'm (k Ro) (19)
C2 K m  (19)

as one relation between the constants CI. C2 *

2 The notation agrees with that of G. N. Watson, A Treatise on the Theory of

Bessel Functions (Cambridge, University Press, second edition l9h).
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Now combining Eq.(5) and (7) we have

curl E curl ('x $c t c

=) curl (v x B). (20)

Linearizing Eq.(20) for the plasma in accordance with Eq.(lh) yields the three

component equations:

L0Blr w - i m-aBlr + i k Bo Vlr,

BI 1 9  i k rJBlz + i k Bo vl1 +aBlr + rCD BIr (21)

cOB1  D*VrV D B -imi-B 1m Bo
1z 0 lr lr o lz -- r ol

d d D* a 1
where D d aand] D ( d + - ). The solutions for the components of

7l in terms of the components of v1 ares

B i kBo

Ir 0- ir

B i k Bo  (22)19 rT

Biz B0  l v-rP 0
B° 77 1z(i k v div D B

where- 6- a -J+ im -n o

From Eq.(2),

-" fdiv v1 - imnf

~div v o()

ARMOUR RESCARCH FOU N D ATION O1F I LLI NOIS I N STITUT E OF TECHNOLOGY
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Equation(8) now gives

6jPl _ J)

P0  / o 0 2 (2)

2 A cs v

pl cs / - cvv

2 Yr/Po
where cs 2 - , so that cs is the speed of sound in the unperturbed plasma.

0

The current due to perturbations in the magnetic field is given by

Eq. (3)"

Jlr #K [V BP -ikij B

j1  H Cr k Blr- D BIZ (25)

. LD*Bl "uBlrh
Jz= I-rn

Equation (1) car be written in the form

tw + 1 1 Q3 )7=- grad p +iL±.i (26)

which yields the linearized components

floOVr -2 2 v1A -~S2 = - Dp(j J
0 ra, Ir.Q. _z . 1

- + r P 1 + (-j r B), (27)

0 15l .k p, Blr).
o"V = - 1. k p1 + '  J

AR M0UiR R 'ESARCH t0OUNPATION Or ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECH NO L OGv
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When we substitute the expressions obtained above for As. pl, Jo. J, and B1,

the three equations (27) become

Vr 2 Dv- r-a2 [div' -  2 iv

- - 1 er lz 1" 7 2 v - 1 Z

+ Bo°22 [D(divv i kDvz- k 2Vlrl,

Vl0 + 2 - - C divV + r VViVlr r [ c2

+ BT(div '- i k (28)
' r 1 Vle

= s divv + i kr:l 2
Vlz o- 2, C- 2 i

The normal procedure now would be to solve the above differential

equations (28) for the three components of v1  and apply the necessanr

boundary conditions at the perturbed surface of the plasma cylinder. It

appears, however, that the variables are not separable in the first equation

of (28), so it will probably be necessary to treat (28) as three simltaneous

differential equations in three unknown variables Vlr(r), vi0 (r), v1z(r).
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APPENDIX II

CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A. MAGNETIC FIELD

The magnetic field solenoid was energized during this period. Consider-

able effort was expended in bringing the operation to an acceptable level.

A major problem was encountered in the operation of the triggered-gap switch

in the magnetic field circuit.

The original switch, as described in a previous report, worked very

well for the initial firings. Almost 100 percnnt operation was achieved for

the first firings in the 500 to 4,000 volt region on the field capacitors.

However, as the energy delivered increased, the copper became badly pitted

from the energy dissipation at the surface of the electrodes. Molybdenum

inserts were then made for the electrodes and a considerable improvement was

noted. At above 2,500 volts on the capacitor bank the molybdenum also pitted

but cleaning after several firings restores it.

In addition, breakdown between the central trigger wire and its

surrounding electrode also occurred at the voltages necessary for satisfactory

operation. The breakdown was traced to the considerable voltage across the

6BXh tube at the operating current and the sputtered material retained on

the teflon insulator. The problem was solved by the insertion of a side

trigger in the gap.

A search coil was used to calibrate the magnetic field. Fig. 2 shows

several of the waveforms observed. It should be pointed out that this is not

a plot of the magnetic field since the signal from the coil pickup represents

the rate of change of flux with time. This presents no special problem for

after the calibration is made only the time is needed for computing the

ARMOU PEStARCN FOuNDATION Or iLLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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magnetic field. A graph has been made piotting average values of the field

against time and it will only be necessary to know when the plasmold was

fired to determine the magnetic field to an acceptable accuracy.

The method of arriving at the magnetic field curve for the various

capacitor bank voltages can be illustrated using the voltage values from

the curves in Fig. 2. The period of the oscillation can be read directly

as 6 msec. The amplitude of the magnetic field can be calculated by sub-

stitution ihto the eqation:

V = nABW

where n = number of turns, A = average area of the loops, B = magnetic

field, and W = angular velocity. For air the magnetic field amplitudes at

3,000 and h,000 volts are then calculated as:

6.o 0 4 (104. + OO200

H3000 140 6.28 x 167) U- gauss

~7.8 +0H (40) - 0 ±300 gaussH4000 0- .0 ""

These values correspond to the expected values from the coil design and are

within the desired accuracy. The magnetic field can then be easily found at

a time t, by evaluating the sin ot, for the corresponding amplitude.

A check was then made on the magnetic field uniformity across the

diameter of the chamber at the center of the solenoid. The variation was

undetectable with the search coil oscilloscope combination and the field

was established as being essentially homogeneous across the plasmoid chamber.

B. PLASMOID SOURCE ASSEMBLY

The button plasmoid source has been installed and connected as shown

in Fig. 1. The capacitor with the 3-bail triggered gap switch is being used

ARMOUR QE S r A 0CH FOU N DATION 0F ILLINOIS I N S TITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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b

C

a

Fig. 2. The above traces show signals from a pickup coil in
the magnetic field. The sweep speed was I in see pur cm, with
time going from right to left, for all the traces.* The vertical
deflections and magnetic field capacitor bank voltages were as
follows: a) 5 volts per cm and 4,000 volts, b) 10 volts per m
and 4,000 volts, c) 5 volts/cm and 3,000 volts, and a) 10 volts
per cm and 4,000 volts.
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for the button supply. The other capacitor is part of the pulse circuit to

the center electrode and does not form a part of the actual discharge circuit.

The leads from the capacitor are kept as close together as possible to

minimize the inductance of the circuit. The terminating leads into the

source are parallel copper strips with a surface for the leads from the

button source to clamp to. These strips are wrapped with electrical tape

to withstand the repulsive forces between the conductors. In addition, the

copper leads were laminated to be flexible enough to rotate the sour-e

without uncoupling.

The button source has been fired and measurements made on the resulting

discharge. Fig. 3 shows several oscilloscope traces of the voltage induced

in a coil pickup from the discharge circuit. The quality of the pictures

was limited by the oscilloscope operation at the high frequency encountered#

A measurement of the curve over five cycles indicates there is an average

period of about 0.3 p sec. The current is considerably underdamped as was

expected from impedance considerations. Again neglecting the slight

damping, an approximation on the current through the source can be made by

substituting appropriate values into the equation,

imax 42L

Where V = initial capacitor voltage, C = capacitance of the capacitor, and

L = inductance of the circuit. The first two of these are known quantities

and the third can be calculated from the equation*

Tn2
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Fig. 3. The above traces show signals from a pickup
coil in the plasmoid discharge circuit. The sweep
speed was 0.2 V sec per cm, with time going frm right
to left .
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T Pf... a discharge through the button source vith 25 Kv on the capacitors is

considered the current amplitude can be calculated as,

max L T

= 2(25,000 x .025 x l ::Z 13,000 amperes
max 0 30 x 10- 6

The triggered-gap switch used in the plasmoid source circuit has

beLi found to operate very ell. In the course of placing the switch in

operation two critical points were noted. First, the distance between

electrodes had to be precisely set to obtain a proper breakdown sequence

between the pheres, and secondl-', a small resis.tance ha to be included

in the pulse electrode lead to damp out oscillations occurring in this

circuit during the discharge. In addition it has been found that the

circuit is a good transmitter of RF energy which causes some interference

with cther measuring equipment. Some of this has been eliminated, however,

a shield will probably be added in the near future to reduce this undesirable

characteristic.

C. ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY

A change has been made in the method of triggering the time delay

due to the presence of jitter in the low voltage switch triggering the

magnetic field. It was not practical to continue work on removing the

jitter since an alternate method was readily available. Instead of

starting the time delay from the pushbutton triggering the magnetic field,

a pickup coil on the magnetic field circuit will be used to accomplish the

time delay triggering. Then, if there is jitter in the switch, it will

n-ot affect the time interval between the magnetic field and plasmoid firing.
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The time interval can then be sot an!d duplicated on subsequent firings to

LIK- ucuarauy r6quiredo
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Dale J. DeGeeter
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APPENDIX IiI

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the course of the final developmental work on the plasmoid

apparatus many preliminary firings were made and several were recorded by

photographic methods. Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are time-exposure pictures of

plasmoids taken with a conventional photographic camera.

Considerable experience was gained in photographing the plasmoids.

The fitst photographs failed to show anything beside the arc from the source.

This was not unexoected and with constant improvement of photographic

techniques and film a set of photographs of good quality was obtaied. The

final improvement was made by using Kodak Royal-X panchromatic film. This

is the fastest commercial film made by Kodak and its application caused

considerable improvement in the pictures. It appears that the photographing

of this extremely high speed event at the low light levels involved could

be within the reciprocity failure region of the preceeding films used.

Ther- vas considerable reflecion within the container detracting

from the photograph quality. To reduce this the glass container was given

an "Aquadag" suspension coating and the metal parts were covered with black

neoprene rubber. The picture of the camera, which can be seen supperimposed

in the background, was introduced by the reflection from the glass plate on

top of the vacuum chamber. if necessary, this image can be removed by

masking.

A discussion of the photographs is especially interesting when one

notes the differences between several of the plasmoids of Fig. h. The
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Fig. .Time-exposure photographs of a plasmoid
projected across the vacuum chamber at djifferent
magne-Gic field values.
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plasmoids were fired across the chamber with a geometry as sketched below,

Magnetic Field
/ out of paper

Titanium Wir ----
(in plane of paper) Cylindrical Housing

I(out of paper)

The pressure in the chanber was about 10- 3 mm and a magnetic field

of differing magnitudes was present for each firing. A probe is directly

opposite the discharge and the interaction can be seen in the pictures.

The amplitude of the current through the source was about lh,000 amperes.

Figures 4(d), 4(e), and 4(f) show the plasmoid traveling in a relatively

straight trajectory. The difference in pinching of the plasma indicates

that 4(d) was fir6d at a low magnetic field strength. Oar observations of

th3 discharge without the magnetic field as in Fig. 5 confirm the increased

contracting action in the -arc with increasing field as reported by Bostick

Fig. 6 is an enlargment of one of the straight plasmoids.

It is interesting to note the interaction of this plasmoid - th the

probe. Streams of particles scattered from the probe are observed especially

when the plasmoid trajectory tends to graze the probe on one side. It even

appears that there is an elastic type scattering present. On the other hand,

if the collision is head on into the probe the scattcring takes on more of

1 H, , Bostick, University of California Radiation Laboratory Report

UCRL-4595 (1956) "Experimental Study of Ionized Matter Projected Across
Across n Magnetic Rfl Al
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an inelastic appearance. No attampt will be mad-? at this time to interpret

this since further experiments and more data will be needed.

The occurrence oL' plasma with considerably curved trajectories has

been recorded. Fig. ? is an enlargenment of one of the curved plasmas.

Again the curved trajectory has been reported by Eostick with pictures

,ijiailar Lu Lilobe in Fig. h4. FuLui'd wurk with this vari6ty will be continuod

to gain a knowledge of their properties and an analysis of the phenomena.

'W. H. Bostick, University of California Radiation Laboratory Report
UJRL-&593 (1956) "Experimental Study of Ionized Matter Projected Across
a Magnetic Field".
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APPENDIX IV

MEASUREMENT OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN A PLASMOID
BY MEANS OF GYRORESONANCE WITH MICROWAVE BEAMS

by
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APPENDIX IV

MEASUREMENT OF THE AGNETIC FIELD IN A PLASMOID
BY MEANS OF GYRORESONANCE WITH MICROIAVE BEAMS

By the application of the phenomena of gyroresonance of the electrons

in an ionized gas there is the possibility of determining the magnitude of

the magnetic field thdt exists witun the piasmoid as it travels through

space.

As is well known electrons in a plasma which is in a magnetic field

will oscillate with a frequency given by,

mc

where is the charge to mass ratio of the electron,
m

H is the magnitude of the magnetic field,

o is the velocity of light, and

sy is the angilar frequency of oscillation.

An electromagnetic wave propagating through the medium will experience

an absorption as well as a phase change when its frequency is equal to the

frequency W. The magnetic field H may be calculated therefore if the

resonant frequency is known. If a plasmoid has the shape postulated by

Bostick with internal currents flowing thereby producing a magnetic field

it would seem logical that electrons in their field would gyrate. The

interactions between thpse gyrating electrons to microwaves will produce

an absorption of the microwaves which can be meaured by reflection or

transmission experiments.

. H. Bostick, PhyS. Rev. loh, 292, (1956).
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The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 8. The plasmoid will

be fired across a continuous microwave beam and at the point in time when

an absorption is observed ,i. tlnn reneiving horn one know-Cs that the magnetic

field in the pi.moid has gone through a specified value. One has assumed

in the above case that the plasmoid will have a Larger magnetic field at

the time it is fired and that it passes through +.he rroresonance frequency

while it is in the microwave beam. It is also assumed that the magnetic

field is reasonably anifora over the plasmoid. If the magnetic field is

not reasonably uniform over its area then a continuous function will be

observed at the receiving horn which is an indication of the homogeneity

of the magnetic field.
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Plasmoid source

direction of
travel of plasmoid

microwave
receiving

I ~ horn,

Mic rofwave transmitting
horn

Fig. 8 kicrowav6 Measurements Configuration
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